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Job Description

We are a fast moving start up where you’ll find opportunities rather than boundaries in every

single role. A fantastic opportunity has arisen for a Senior Web Application QA specialist.

You’ll be working with a world-class team of engineers who are passionate about what we’re

doing and we expect no less from you. You should have an insatiable hunger for learning new

things and improving existing ones.

As a Senior QA Engineer, you will play a key role in establishing testing best practices,

evaluating functional and load testing tools and helping to standardize the mobile and web

direction. This position requires a well-rounded understanding of various testing disciplines,

technology, test automation and hands on experience in both the mobile and web space. The

ideal candidate must have experience testing on multiple mobile platforms, devices, as well as

web services and the ability to quickly learn and understand core systems. The ideal

candidate will also be forward thinking, keeping abreast of new tools and practices for mobile

application and web testing to integrate new practices into existing processes.

We believe that working closely together is important, so we’re looking for people who can work

full time here at our office. In other words, we’re not interested in freelancers or outsourcing

deals. We have a great project waiting for the right person in our office, and we really need

someone who can hit the ground running.

Responsibilities:

Play a key role in the end-to-end quality assurance and testing of projects, schedules,

tasks and deliverables.
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Work as part of a collaborative, agile team to deliver high-quality industry-leading capabilities in

mobile and web.

Partner with engineers during story and task breakdown to develop test strategies that

effectively cover the functional, scale and performance characteristics of a feature.

Design, develop and maintain a modular, extensible and reusable test cases, harness, and

scripts

Execute test cases to ensure feature enhancements are high quality and provide an intuitive

customer experience

Identify and document bugs in usability and functionality; help engineers troubleshoot

issues as they are uncovered

Conduct functional, regression and performance testing

Requirements:

5+ years in software quality assurance

3+ years SDLC test experience in IOS and Android applications

3+ years of API Validation using Postman or similar tools

2 years of mobile app deployment experience in AppStoreConnect/Testflight and Android

Play Console

Experience with Git, testing and reporting on multiple branches

Experience in detail-oriented mobile app testing for user experience, app design and pixel-

perfection, functionality, accessibility, regression, security and availability

We expect you to have

– 5+ yrs. experience in Web Application testing also experience with on test automation. 

– 3+ yrs. experience in mobile app testing also experience on test automation

– 4+ yrs. experience on test automation and automation testing tools 

– Strong experience with assessing designs in order to create extensive test plans

-Should have experience with API testing.

-Well versed with all aspects of the System Test Life Cycle



-Able to write readable and accurate test communication with Test Leads throughout the life

cycle of the project.

-Develop and maintain test cases with tools and processes to support product release

testing.

-Leverage available tools and frameworks to produce durable tests and avoid website and

mobile application fragility.

-Maintain a high quality in a complex and constantly evolving work space.
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